August 13, 2003

Mr. Michel P. Lung  
Fax 33-13958-6956

I am afraid that you are in the summer vacation out of your house. I would be very grateful if you read this fax message soon and let me know about the following points as much as possible within two weeks or so by sending some materials to me by fax (81-3-5777-0762) or by e-mail (kito@jaif.or.jp). This is because I could not get enough information about WONUC in its homepage.

1 National Vice Presidents?  
   They come from which organizations? What are they?
2 If a person or an organization would like to be a member of WONUC, what requirement should he/she/it agree at the minimum?
3 What kinds of activities (seminars and etc.) is WONUC planning to do in the nearest future?

The information above or only your estimate of these points may help me to try once again to encourage the Japanese competent organizations to participate in WONUC.

Japan’s Rokkasho Project has gone on the rocks. There are also other lots of problems I would like to talk about with you. However I have to stop writing here.

I wish your health.  
I am looking forward to your reply.

Sincerely yours,

Kazuhisa Mori  
Executive Vice Chairman
Board of Administration:

President: Pr André Maïsseu, France
Vice President: Igor Fomitchev, Russia
Financial Controller: Rudolf Frey, Switzerland
General Secretary: Gérard Chupin, France
Executive General Secretary: François Scheidt, Germany

Officer: Dr. S.M.R. Aghamiri, Iran,
Officer: Christer Friberg, Sweden,
Officer: Valery Matov, Ukraine
Officer: Peter Slamka, Slovakia
Officer: Csilla Toth, Hungary
Officer: Vladimir Vladimirov, Bulgaria

Regional Chapter:

- WONUC-Europe "The European NucWorker" - TEN
- WONUC-America
co-chairmen: Hugo Palamidessi (Argentina) and Guilherme Camargo
- WONUC-Asia
to be created;

National Vice Presidents:

- Vice President-Argentina: Hugo Palamidessi
- Vice President-Australia: Robert Godfrey
- Vice President-Belgium: Roland Glibert
- Vice President-Brazil: Guilherme Camargo
- Vice President-Bulgaria: Vladimir Vladimirov
- Vice President-Canada: David Shier
- Vice President-France: José Romelé
- Vice President-Germany: François Scheidt
- Vice President-Hungary: Csilla Toth
- Vice President-India: Dr K.P. Mishra
- Vice President-Iran: Dr S.M.R. Aghamiri
- Vice President-Lituania: A Stehlmak
- Vice President-Morocco: A Mekki-Berrada
- Vice President-Namibia: Engelbert Motlhabani Madi
- Vice President-Netherlands: Jan L. Wieman
- Vice President-Philippines: Erlinda Natera
- Vice President-Czech Republic: Vladimir Pavlik
- Vice President-Romania: Sevastita Ionescu
- Vice President-Russia: Alexandre Vanitchkine
- Vice President-Slovakia: M. Pavlović
- Vice President-Spain: (vacancy)
- Vice President-Sweden: Christer Friberg
- Vice President-United Kingdom: (vacancy)
- Vice President-Ukraine: Alexandre Yourkine
- Vice President-USA: Clinton Bastin
- Vice President-Viet Nam: Pr. Tran Dai Nghiep